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Instructions 
 Answer all questions 
 Write your index number in your answer sheet. 
 Select the most suitable answer and tick ( X ) in your answer sheet provided. 

Part- I 

1. Dimension of angular momentum is  

1)  MLT-1    2)  ML2T -2       3)  ML2 T -1             4)  ML-1T-1                   5)  ML-2T -1       

  2.     A stone is thrown vertically upward, which of the following quantities reverse in direction at the highest  

         position?               

A) Velocity                             B)  Displacement                        C)    Acceleration  

1) (A) only       2)   (C)  only         3)    ( A)  and (B) only       4)   ( A) and (C) only       5) all (A),(B) and (C) 

  3.  The appropriate graph showing the variation of wave length(λ ) of light with the refractive index (n) of medium is 

                   
                 (1)                              (2)                              (3)                               (4)                               (5)  

  4.   A convex and a concave lenses separated by a small distance  are then put in contact. The focal length of the  

        combination   

1)  Decreases        2)    increases      3)    becomes zero       4)    becomes  infinity    5)     remains the same   

  5.   One end closed organ pipe and an open organ pipe of same length produced 2 beats per second while vibrating in  

       their fundamental modes. The length of the open organ pipe is halved and that of closed pipe  is doubled.    

       Then, the number of  beats produced per second while vibrating in the fundamental mode is    

1)  2              2)       5          3)       6              4)         7              5)            8        

  6.  A motor boat covers a given distance in 6 hours moving downstream on a river. It covers the same distance    

       in 10 hours moving upstream. The time it takes to cover the same distance in still water is     

1) 6.5 hours       2)     8 hours       3)    9 hours          4)    7.5 hours        5)    8.5 hours     

  7.  When an aeroplane turns on horizontal path at steady speed V , the resultant force on it due to     

       (A)   the lift force         (B)     its weight           (C)       the drag force      
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    Of the above forces      

1) Only (A) is correct           2)   only (B) is  correct                   3)   only (A) and (B)  are correct                                 

4)    only (A) and (C) are correct               5)    all (A) ,(B) and  (C)  are correct.               

   8.    A balloon is descending with a constant acceleration  a. The mass of the balloon and its contents is  M.  

          What mass  m  of  its contents should be released so that the balloon starts ascending with the same  

           acceleration a ? ( Assume that the volume of the balloon remains constant.)     

1)    M           2)    M            3)     M                4)      M                  5)      M           

   9.  An object is located 40cm from the first of two thin  converging lenses of focal lengths 20cm and 10cm 

 

     

  10.  A progressive wave has wave length 30cm.  the minimum distance between two points which differ  

         in phase by 60°   is    

1)   5cm           2)   10cm         3)     15cm               4)       20cm              5)    7.5cm     

 

  11.  The image forms by spectacles which use in defect eye is  

        1)   real and inverted                               2)    real and erect                            3)  virtual and inverted      

        4)   virtual and erect                                5)   depends on defect  

  12. A one liter flask contains some mercury It is found that at the different temperatures the volume of air inside the 

       flask remains the same. The volume of mercury in the flask is   

       (coefficient of linear expansion of glass =9  x 10-6/°C ,volume expansion of mercury = 1.8 x 10-4/°C)     

1) 120 cm3         2)     150 cm3          3)     225 cm3             4)  300 cm3               5)     450 cm3 

  13. Sound waves can’t be polarized because they            

       1)  are mechanical waves.                  2)  require a material medium for propagation.         

       3)  are longitudinal waves.                 4) are transverse waves.             5)  have low velocity.     

14. In an elastic collision of two particles the following is conserved:  

      1) momentum of each particle              2)  speed of each particle             3)   kinetic energy of each particle    

     4)  total energy of both the particles                5)    total kinetic energy of both the particles    

respectively as shown in the figure. The lenses are separated by 30cm, the 

final image formed by the two lenses system is located        

1) 5cm to the right of the second lens.           
2) 13.3cm to the right of the second lens. 
3) Infinitely far to the right of the second lens.  
4) 13.3cm to the left of the second lens. 
5) 100cm to the left of the second lens. 
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15.    

Two blocks A and B of masses 2kg and 1kg respectively, 
which are connected by mass less spring of force constant 
100Nm-1, are  moving    with the same  speed  on  a  
smooth  horizontal surface under a horizontal  force  of 
12N, energy stored in the spring is 

1)  48x10-2 J               2)   16x10-2 J                  3)   8x10-2 J              4)   4x10-2 J                     5)   0   

 

16.A particle of mass m is moving along the x-axis with speed v when it collides with a particle of mass 2m  

     initially at rest. After the collision, the first particle has come to rest and the second particle has split into  

    two equal-mass pieces that move at equal angles θ > 0 with the x-axis, as shown in the figure. Which of the  

    following statements correctly describes the speeds of the two pieces  

        

 

   17.Consider the following statements about adjustment of spectrometer.                  

       A) Telescope adjusts for obtaining the paralell rays. 

       B)  Collimater adjusts for providing the paralell rays. 

       C) Levelling the prism table for the refracting edges of the prisim should be parell to the axis of  rotation of  

            telescope. 

        Of the above statements   

1) Only (A) is correct           2)   only (B) is  correct                   3)   only (A) and (B)  are correct                                 

       4)    only (A) and (C) are correct               5)    all (A) ,(B) and  (C)  are correct.   

              

  18.The ear drum of the person being tested has a cross- sectional area of  12 mm2 .The person hearing  loudness        

varies with frequency curve shown below.The power   incident on the eardrum at frequency of 100 Hz is     

1)  12 x10-2 W         

2)  12 x10-12 W  

3)   6 x10-12 W          

4)  12 x10-6 W        

5)   6 x10-2 W 
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1) Each piece moves with speed v      
2) One of the pieces moves with speed v, the other  

moves with speed less than v.  
3) Each piece moves with speed v/2           
4) One of the pieces moves with speed v/2 the other  

moves with speed greater than v/2.  
5) Each piece moves with speed greater than v/2. 
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  19.                                                                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    20. 

  
1)    Zero.                         

2)    totally kinetic energy.      

            3)     totally elastic potential energy.        

            4)      partially kinetic energy and partially  elastic potential energy. 

            5)      exactly half kinetic energy and  exactly half potential energy.    

   21.    

 
          Deflection of the indicator of the voltmeter corresponding to one such voltmeter reading is shown above.  

          The value of this reading and the maximum estimated error in the measurement are respectively 

1) 2.0V  and  0.2V      2)   1.9V  and  0.2V       3)   2.0V  and  0.1V     4)   1.9V and  0.1V      5)   1.8V  and  0.1V 

  

 22) When two metal rods A and B at room temperature are heated together and their 

        expansion  Δl  are plotted with the increase in temperature Δθ , the two curves  

       are shown in the figure. Consider the following statements about the rods A and B. 

(A)  linear expansivity of  A  is greater than that of   B.           

(B)  length of  A  is greater than that of   B.    

(C) If the product “ linear expansivity   x  original length”  is same for both rods 

the two curves will coincide with each other.     

The constant force  F with components Fx = 3N and  

Fy = 4N shown in the figure, acts on a body while 

 that body moves from the point P (x = 2m ,y = 6m)  

to the point Q (x = 14m, y = 1m). How much work 

does the force on the body during this process? 

1)   16J               2)     30J              3)     46J      

4)     56J               5)     65J     
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The initial distance between the centers of two    

identical pulses travelling along a stretched string 

 is 16cm.These two pulses travel in opposite  

directions  with a speed of  4cms-1as shown in the  

figure. The total energy of the  pulses after 2s is  

A 

B 

Δl 

Δθ 0 
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         Of the above statements   

1)  Only (A) is correct           2)   only (C) is  correct                   3)   only (A) and (B)  are correct                                 

4)    only (A) and (C) are correct               5)    all (A) ,(B) and  (C)  are correct.   

23)  A sound source emitting signals at a constant frequency( fo), moves  

       along straight line path AB with constant speed 0.1 V as shown in the  

      figure, where velocity of sound is V. A stationary observer is located at a point O, which is in  

      just away from AB, the variation of the frequency (f) heard by the observer is represented by 

 

   

 

 

                 (1)                                  (2)                              (3)                                        (4)                                (5) 

24)  A solid  plastic of  mass  m  having an internal cavity floats in water with half the   

         volume submerged as shown in the figure. The density of water and   plastic are   

        d and ρ respectively, the volume of the cavity will be 

1) m( − )            2)       m( − )            3)      m( − )     

   4)      m( − )           5)        2m( − )      

25)    

           

     

 

         

                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1)                                (2)                                (3)                             (4)                              (5)         

 

X 
A wheel starting with horizontal velocity v, is allowed to roll without                

slipping along the rough horizontal plane as shown in the figure, after a 

short time  wheel rolls certain revolutions and come to rest. Which of the 

following  graphs best  represents the variation of the magnitude (v ) of  a 

point  X  located on the perimeter of the wheel , relative to the earth with 

time (t) ? ( The point  X  in top of the wheel at  t = 0).  
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